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In NBA, the quantity of the admirable players is in numerous. Kobe and McGrady are two great
peaks of the league that could not let pass. They share a lot of similarities as well as the disparity.
Here is a discussion of their qualities one by one.

McGrady has formed a record in the block shot with a firm statistic of 1.7 times per game in a single
season. The advantage in the structure of arms and legs, the excellence of bounce and the sense of
defence, all these have contributed to his achievements. But the fans seem to have few opportunity
in the appreciation of such admirable performance for the moment. And this year he only has
produced the statistic of 0.45 times per game, which is the lowest one during his career life. Kobe,
yet, has got a very good mark in block shot constantly. Amid the abundant block shots, many have
been greatly appreciated by the critics of basketball. The players who have been made block shot
by him almost can make up an all-star team.

McGrady, who once was decent in steals, could no longer have an outstanding performance as
before. Kobe however, has listed on the first ten in the league this year. Maybe Kobe every so often
has made a steal in a bet-like way and been blamed by the people. But it proves that he is positive
in the defence against the rivals. And just because of Kobe's brilliant steals against Pierce, it
became possible for the Lakers not to lose face in the home court.

Kobe has the similar temper as Jordan. This impression especially has its occurrence before the
finals when he had his appearance as a king did. But the people found that there was still a lengthy
distance between him and Michael Jordan after the study of his performance in the finals. The
sleepy eyes and the invincible skills in getting a score have shaped McGrady into a drowsy killer.
But the killer seems to have fewer killing in the recent years. Instead of the performance of
outstanding deeds, he seems to have put on an expression of laziness.

Kobe has been as much praised as criticized. The Zippergate, the collapse of the kingdom of the
Lakers, all these have made him be the target of the public criticism. Although he is able to make up
the figure through the 81 points and the several times' MVP, the loss of the finals has brought to him
one more criticism. McGrady however, has a positive figure all the time. In the mind of the people,
he is a player of brilliance, a father of responsibility and a husband of care. And such positive figure
has enabled him to be a constant partner of the Addidas company. Kobe as well has created the
Kobe shoe with the cooperation of the Nike corporation.
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a Kobe dream season shoe has its arrival in the earth with the rising of Kobe. a Kobe hyperdunk
shoe is an indispensable equipment for Kobe.
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